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1. Curriculum


1.b. Chinese Language Teaching in the United States


1.c. Study Abroad Programs/Summer Programs


1.d. CFL in China


1.e. Teaching False Beginners


1.f. Secondary-schools

Poppen, Gerry, "The Unique Role of Teaching Chinese in High School," JCLTA 12/2 (May 1977), 138-139.
Marks, Richard, "Teaching Chinese on a Secondary School Level: Successful Actions
唐力行，姚学吾，"美国中文学校教师的需求：教学提高及教师培训，" JCLTA 36/1 (2001), 81-106.

1.g. History of Chinese Language Instruction

2. Chinese Language Teaching
2.a. Characters
Ching, Nora & Eugene, “Teaching the Writing of Chinese Characters,” JCLTA 10/1 (1975), ???.
Carr, Michael, “Pedagogy, radicals, and grapho-semantic fields,” JCLTA 16/3 (1981), ???.

2.b. Culture
Myers, Dan, “Teaching culture with language: Words of foreign origin and linguistic purism,” JCLTA 32/2 (1997), 41-56.
Lin, Hua, “Contemporary China through Shùnkōuliör,” JCLTA 36/1 (2001), 31-60.

2.c. Grammar

2.c.(1) General
Ke, Chuanren, “Patterns of Acquisition of Chinese Linguistic Features by CFL Learners,” JCLTA 40/1 (2005), 1-24.

2.c.(2) Specific grammatical elements
Chu, Chauncey C., "How Would You Like Your NE Cooked?" JCLTA 20/3 (Oct. 1985),
Loke, Kit-Ken, “Norms and Realities of Mandarin Shape Classifiers,” JCLTA 31/2 (May 1996), 1-22.
Yang, Jun, “Back To The Basic: The Basic Function Of Particle 了Le in Modern Chinese,” JCLTA 38/1 (2003), 77-96.
Yang, Guowen, “The Systemic Theory of Process Types Applied to the Bā Construction

2.d. Listening

2.e. Pinyin
Johnson, Dale, “Tonal Spelling: An Idea whose Time is Overdue,” JCLTA 20/1 (Feb. 1985) 67-78.2.e.(3) Intonation

2.f. Pronunciation
2.f.(1) General
蒋冕华，“由声调记忆, 识字, 和发音的相关性谈改进学生发音,” JCLTA 33/1 (Feb. 1998), 17-30.

2.f.(2) Tones
*Woo, William, “A Musical Approach to Tone Teaching in Mandarin,” JCLTA 11 (1976), 96-102. (???)
Miracle, W. Charles, "Tone Production of American Students of Chinese: A Preliminary
Chen, Qinghai, “Toward a Sequential Approach for Tonal Error Analysis,” JCLTA 32/1
(Feb. 1997), 21-39. (See also Error Analysis)

2.f.(4) Tone sandhi
Xu, De Bao, “A Syntactic Account for the Inseparability of the Verb and the Classifier in
the Structure V+C+N in Tone Sandhi,” JCLTA 34/3 (1999), 77-90.

2.g. Reading
Hartwell, Robert, “Introduction in Reading Chinese: The University of Chicago Plan,”
JCLTA 1 (1966), 34-40.
Ho, Shang H., "Comments on Teaching Chinese Reading," JCLTA 11/1 (Feb. 1976), 52-57.
Walker, Galal, 'Literacy' and 'Reading' in a Chinese Language Program," JCLTA 19/1
(Feb. 1984), 67-84.
Everson, Michael E. and Chuanren Ke, “An Inquiry into the Reading Strategies of
Intermediate and Advanced Learners of Chinese as a Foreign Language,” JCLTA
32/1 (Feb. 1997), 1-20.
Wu, Sue-mei, “Designing a Chinese Newspaper Reading Course,” JCLTA 33/3 (1998),
25-38.
Li, Yen-hui Audrey, “Steps towards reading Proficiency: Progressive Readings,” JCLTA
33/3 (1998), 79-96.
Shen, Helen, “The Interconnections Of Reading Text Based Writing And Reading
Shen, Helen, “”Linguistic Complexity and Beginning-Level L2 Chines Reading,” JCLTA
43/3 (2005), 1-27.

2.h. Speaking
1976), 168-171.
Huang, Li-Shih, “Learners of Advanced Oral Proficiency and Their Instructors’
Approaches to Lexical Learning and Instruction," JCLTA 37/3 (2002), 113-141.

2.i. Vocabulary
Lin, Yi, “Vocabulary Acquisition and Learning Chinese as a Foreign Language,” JCLTA
Jiang, Song, “Chinese Word Associations for English Speaking Learners of Chinese as a
Jiao, Dela X. 焦晓晓, “近年来中国境内出现的新词语及其对海外汉语教学的挑战,”
JCLTA 38/1 (2003), 97-116.

2.j. Writing

3. Error Analysis
Chen, Qinghai, “Toward a Sequential Approach for Tonal Error Analysis,” JCLTA 32/1 (Feb. 1997), 21-39. (See also tones)

4. Methodology
Hayden, Jeffrey J., "Shocking Our Students to the Next Level: Language Loss and Some Implications for Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language," JCLTA 38/3 (2003), 1-20.

5. Teaching Evaluation

6. Teaching Materials

7. Testing

8. Technology
Mu, Aili and De Zhang, “Teaching Chinese Films with Digitalized Modules in WebCT,” JCLTA 40/3 (2005), 29-47.
Zhu, Yu and Wei Hong, “Effects of Digital Pronunciation and Stroke Sequence Animation on Character Memorization of CFL Learners,” JCLTA 40/3 (2005), 49-70.

9. Interlanguage

10. Business Chinese

11. Proficiency guidelines

12. Teacher Training
宋如瑜, “权变视导实践与对外汉语教师培训,” JCLTA 34/1 (Feb. 1999), 71-89.
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I have only selected the articles which I think that are useful to teachers in general.